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12Abstract Knowledge sharing and transfer are essential for learning in groups, especially
13when group members have different disciplinary expertise and collaborate online.
14Computer-Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL) environments have been designed to
15facilitate transactive knowledge sharing and transfer in collaborative problem-solving set-
16tings. This study investigates how knowledge sharing and transfer can be facilitated using
17CSCL scripts supporting transactive memory and discussion in a multidisciplinary problem-
18solving setting. We also examine the effects of these CSCL scripts on the quality of both
19joint and individual problem-solution plans. In a laboratory experiment, 120 university
20students were randomly divided into pairs based only on their disciplinary backgrounds
21(each pair had one partner with a background in water management and one partner with a
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22background in international development studies). These dyads were then randomly
23assigned to one of four conditions: transactive memory script, transactive discussion script,
24both scripts, or no scripts (control). Learning partners were asked to analyze, discuss, and
25solve an authentic problem that required knowledge of both their domains, i.e., applying the
26concept of community-based social marketing in fostering sustainable agricultural water
27management. The results showed interaction effects for the transactive memory and dis-
28cussion scripts on transactive knowledge sharing and transfer. Furthermore, transactive
29memory and discussion scripts individually, but not in combination, led to better quality
30demonstrated in both joint and individual problem solutions. We discuss how these results
31advance the research investigating the value of using scripts delivered in CSCL systems for
32supporting knowledge sharing and transfer.

33Keywords Collaborative learning . Computer-supported collaborative learning .

34Multidisciplinary groups . Transactive discussion script . Transactive memory script

35

36Learning processes and outcomes for students who are asked to collaborate with peers have
37been of interest to many researchers in psychology, learning sciences, and education. Given
38the increasingly global nature of the workplace and the need for multidisciplinary expertise
39to solve today’s complex issues, helping students learn how to work together in groups to
40share their knowledge, expertise, and experiences from different disciplinary perspectives is
41a priority for higher education.
42Multidisciplinary groups can be advantageous to learning when students leverage one
43another’s complimentary expertise to create new ideas and products in a way that would
44have been difficult with single disciplinary thinking (e.g., Boix-Mansilla 2005; Mansilla
452005). Although considering a problem from various viewpoints can be productive, some
46studies have shown that multidisciplinary groups do not always produce good problem
47solutions (e.g., Barron 2003; Vennix 1996). In this study, we aim to provide solutions for
48challenges that are inherent to multidisciplinary collaborative problem-solving settings using
49a transactivity approach. Transactivity is a term derived from Berkowitz and Gibbs (1983)
50and introduced to collaborative learning by Teasley (1997) meaning “reasoning operating on
51the reasoning of the other”.
52There are two main reasons that multidisciplinarity may not always be an advantage.
53First, multidisciplinary learners need to establish common ground, which is vital to team
54performance but difficult and time consuming to achieve (Beers et al. 2005, 2007; Courtney
552001). Group members may engage in non-productive discussions of information that may
56already be known to all members (Stasser and Titus 1985). As a consequence, some groups
57work together for extended periods before actually starting to work efficiently on pooling
58their unshared knowledge. This outcome is striking since in order for productive collabora-
59tive problem solving to succeed, group members need to effectively pool and process their
60unshared complementary knowledge and information rather than engage in discussion of the
61information that is already shared among team members from the start (e.g., Kirschner et al.
622008; Rummel and Spada 2005; Rummel et al. 2009). Speeding up the process of pooling
63unshared information is more likely to be achieved when group members have meta-
64knowledge about the domain expertise and knowledge of their learning partners (e.g.,
65Noroozi et al. 2013a; Rummel et al. 2009). This process has been described as developing
66a Transactive Memory System (TMS; Wegner 1987, 1995).
67Second, due to divergent domains of expertise, group members may have difficulties
68building arguments for and against those being put forward by their learning partner(s); and
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69therefore avoid engaging in transactive discussions. In order to make decisions leading to
70joint solution(s) in collaborative problem-solving settings, learning partners need to engage
71in transactive discussion and to critically evaluate the given information from different
72perspectives on the basis of their domains of expertise (Rummel and Spada 2005;
73Rummel et al. 2009) before they reach an agreement and consensus about solution(s).
74Facilitation of transactive discussions is more likely to be achieved when group members
75are guided to elaborate, build upon, question, construct arguments for and contra-arguments
76against the contributions of their learning partners in order to reach shared solution(s)
77for the learning task (Stegmann et al. 2007; Noroozi et al. 2013b; Teasley 1997;
78Weinberger et al. 2005, 2007).
79In summary, there seem to be two types of collaborative discussion that support group
80learning: First, effective collaborative learning has been found to be related to the process by
81which learners gain meta-knowledge about the domain expertise of their partners and use
82this knowledge to pool and process unshared information, thus establishing a TMS. Second,
83effective collaborative learning depends on how learners engage in transactive discussion
84when they elaborate, build upon, question, construct arguments and give contra-arguments
85against the contributions of their learning partners (Noroozi et al. 2013b). Given these
86research findings, platforms for online learning environments such as ICT tools or CSCL
87systems have been designed to increase knowledge sharing and transfer as well as argu-
88mentative knowledge construction (Weinberger and Fischer 2006; Weinberger et al. 2007).
89Scripts have been shown to be a promising approach to orchestrate various roles and
90activities of learners in CSCL. CSCL scripts can be used as an approach for procedural
91scaffolding of specific interaction patterns implemented into online learning environments
92(Fischer et al. 2007; Weinberger 2011). This study aims to foster transactive knowledge
93sharing and domain-specific knowledge transfer in a multidisciplinary CSCL setting using
94transactive memory and discussion scripts. A transactive memory script is a set of “role-by-
95expertise” prompts for building awareness about a learning partner’s expertise, assigning and
96accepting task responsibility, and forming a collaboratively shared system for retrieving
97information based on specialized expertise. A transactive discussion script is a set of “elicit-
98and-integrate” prompts for making analyses of the argument(s) put forward by learning
99partners and constructing arguments that relate to already externalized arguments. In addi-
100tion, we examine the individual and combined effects of these two kinds of scripts on the
101quality of both joint and individual problem solutions.

102Collaborative learning Q1

103In an increasingly global economy, it is inevitable that professionals in all fields will be
104confronted with rapidly changing problems and complex issues. These complexities call for
105appropriate specialization of domain knowledge, but they also make it necessary for
106qualified professionals and experts from different disciplines to collaborate in new learning
107and working contexts. This reality has consequences for education, especially for providing
108students with ample experience working in multidisciplinary groups. In educational settings,
109collaborative learning tasks are designed to provide group members with experience work-
110ing together on complex and authentic tasks (Dillenbourg 1999), and elaborating on learning
111materials without immediate or direct intervention by the teacher (Cohen 1994). Building on
112Stahl (2006), in collaborative communities, learning takes place at the level of groups and
113communities as well as on an individual level. Collaborative learning can be viewed with a
114focus on individual cognitions that can be exchanged in the form of discourse contributions
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115between individual members in the group. Through this process, learners generally
116contribute individually to solving the problem, partake in discussion of all contributions,
117and arrive at joint solutions by working together (Roschelle and Teasley 1995). Some
118evidence has been collected on the role of individual cognition and discourse in collab-
119orative learning showing that deep cognitive elaboration is a good predictor for learning
120outcomes, which can sometimes diverge from the quality of the arguments brought
121forward (Stegmann et al. 2012).
122However, there is a contrasting approach that views collaborative learning as integral to
123group cognition. This approach focuses on the interactional understanding of referencing
124and meaning making outside the individual minds in collaborative communities. Based on
125the notion of group cognition in collaborative learning communities, knowledge building
126relies on the collective, distributed cognition of a group/community, as a whole unit, rather
127than individual mental representations (Bereiter 2002; Stahl 2006). From this perspective,
128collaborative knowledge building often could not be attributed to individuals or even a
129combination of individual contributions, but instances of group cognition as a whole.
130Although there has been some conceptual grounding on learning through discourse and
131recent work has focused on group-level phenomena of collaborative learning (e.g., Paus
132et al. 2012), there is yet little research on how individual contributions emerge and re-
133emerge in discourse and may become part of individual knowledge structures as a result
134of that exchange.
135Despite the diversity of theories and different nuances in the socio-cognitive theories
136employed to understand the process of collaborative learning (Stahl 2011b), there has been a
137consensus among researchers that learning is the result of interaction or transaction between
138the partners in a group (De Lisi and Golbeck 1999; Michinov and Michinov 2009). In the
139following paragraphs, we describe how both transactive memory system (TMS) and trans-
140activity are considered to be important for collaborative learning in multidisciplinary groups
141with divergent knowledge. Whilst TMS (Wegner 1987, Q21997) refers to coordination of the
142distributed knowledge among members of a group, transactivity (Teasley 1997) refers to the
143extent to which learners operate on the reasoning of their peers during collaborative learning.

144Transactive memory system (TMS) in collaborative learning

145Wegner (1987) was one of the pioneers of the concept of TMS. His theory of TMS was used
146originally to describe how couples and families in close relationships coordinate their
147memories and tasks at home. A TMS is based on the interaction between individuals’
148internal and externally supported memory systems, in the form of communication between
149group members (Wegner 1987, 1995). Internal memory is defined as unshared information
150located in the individual mind, whilst external memory is knowledge represented outside the
151mind of a group member that can be shared through knowledge-relevant communication
152processes among group members (Wegner 1987, 1995). In TMS, group members need to
153look for external memories to identify the existence, location, and mechanisms for retrieval
154of knowledge held by other group members. TMS can be described as a system, which
155combines the knowledge stored in each individual’s memory with meta-memory on knowl-
156edge structures of the learning partner(s) for developing a shared awareness of who knows
157what in the group (Moreland et al. 1996, 1998; Wegner 1987, 1995).
158More specifically, TMS refers to group members’ awareness of one another’s knowledge,
159the accessibility of that knowledge, and the extent to which group members take responsi-
160bility for providing knowledge in their own area of expertise and retrieval of information
161held by other group members (Lewis 2003; London et al. 2005; Wegner 1995). These
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162processes can result in the forming of a collaboratively shared system of encoding, storing,
163and retrieving information in the group as a whole for enhancing group performance
164(Wegner 1995). Following Wegner’s work (1987, 1995), group members work best when
165they first discover and label information distributed in the group, then store that information
166with the appropriate individual(s) who has/have the specific expertise and, finally, retrieve
167the needed information from each individual when performing a task some time later (see
168Noroozi et al. 2013a, for a full description of various processes of a TMS). Establishment of
169a TMS in a group helps members start a productive discussion in order to pool and process
170learning partners’ unshared information and knowledge resources, leading to successful
171completion of a collaborative learning task (Moreland and Myaskovsky 2000; Rummel et al.
1722009; Stasser et al. 1995).
173Information pooling and processing can be facilitated through TMS since members of a
174group are asked to externalize their own unshared knowledge for learning partners and then,
175on the basis of this externalized information, they can ask critical and clarifying questions in
176order to elicit information from learning partner(s) (e.g., Fischer et al. 2002; Webb 1989;
177Weinberger et al. 2005, 2007). Elicitation of information (e.g., asking questions to receive
178information from learning partners) could again lead to externalization of information (e.g.,
179through explanations by learning partners) which may lead to a successful exchange of
180unshared information among members of a group in collaborative problem solving (King
1811999; Weinberger and Fischer 2006; Weinberger et al. 2005, 2007). Both externalization
182of one’s own knowledge and elicitation of a learning partner’s knowledge are considered
183to be mechanisms that support learning due to the facilitation of information pooling
184among members of a group in collaborative settings (Fischer et al. 2002; King 1999;
185Rosenshine et al. 1996).

186Transactivity in collaborative learning

187Transactivity, i.e., “reasoning operating on the reasoning of the other,” is a term derived from
188Berkowitz and Gibbs (1983) and introduced to collaborative-learning literature by Teasley
189(1997). Transactivity indicates to what extent learners build on, relate to, and refer to what
190their learning partners have said or written during the interaction. Transactivity has been
191regarded as one of the main engines of collaborative knowledge construction and is
192connected to the level of cognitive elaboration and individual knowledge construction.
193Specifically, the more learners build on the reasoning of their learning partners, the more
194they benefit from learning together (Teasley 1997). Successful collaboration typically
195requires that learners engage in transactive discussions and argumentation sequences before
196reaching an agreement with their peers on joint solution(s) (Teasley 1997; Rummel and
197Spada 2005; Rummel et al. 2009).
198Failure of group members to build on the reasoning of their learning partners may
199prohibit them from engaging in critical and transactive discussions, as they too quickly
200accept the contributions of their peers (Weinberger and Fischer 2006). This quick consensus
201building represents the lowest level of transactivity as learners immediately accept the
202contributions of their partner(s) without further discussion. This often happens when learners
203want to manage the interaction and continue the discussion focused on other aspects of the
204learning task, rather than because they are already in agreement (Clark and Brennan 1991;
205Weinberger and Fischer 2006).
206By contrast, when learners operate on the reasoning of their learning partners, they
207integrate and synthesize one another’s perspectives and ideas in order to jointly make sense
208of the learning task (Nastasi and Clements 1992; Noroozi et al. 2013b; Weinberger and
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209Fischer 2006). This form of transaction has been called “integration-oriented consensus
210building” as learners engage in persuasive argumentation with partner(s) in order to revise,
211modify, and adjust their initial contributions on the basis of their partner(s)’ contributions
212(Fischer et al. 2002; Weinberger and Fischer 2006). In another form of transactivity, called
213“conflict-oriented consensus building”, learners closely operate on the reasoning of their
214partners based on their socio-cognitive conflicts about their individual positions on the
215solution(s). This form of consensus building happens when learners engage in a highly
216transactive discussion and critical argumentations with their partner(s), which can lead to
217disagreements and therefore modifications of the perspective of the partners (Fischer et al.
2182002; Weinberger and Fischer 2006). Conflict-oriented consensus building is regarded as
219an important type of consensus for leading toward a successful collaborative learning
220experience (Doise and Mugny 1984; Fischer et al. 2002; Weinberger et al. 2005).

221Computer-support systems to facilitate TMS and transactivity

222In the last 15 years, virtual environments in the form of ICT tools or online support systems
223have been found to facilitate information pooling and knowledge awareness, and to support
224transactive discussions. Despite all the problems and challenges that are inherent to collab-
225oration in online and networked learning environments such as production of descriptive and
226surface-level knowledge (see Häkkinen and Järvelä 2006) as well as difficulties for achieve-
227ment of reciprocal understanding and shared values (see Järvelä and Häkkinen 2002), CSCL
228environments in which learners collaborate in teams have been found to support knowledge
229construction and learning. The two most prominent instructional approaches in CSCL used to
230facilitate transactivity are knowledge representation tools and computer-supported collabora-
231tion scripts (see Noroozi et al. 2012c, for an overview). The most popular knowledge repre-
232sentation tools to facilitate knowledge awareness and sharing in the group are graphical concept
233maps (e.g., Dehler et al. 2008, 2011; Engelmann and Hesse 2010, 2011; Noroozi et al. 2011,
2342012a, b; Schreiber and Engelmann 2010). There is an assumption that group awareness is a
235prerequisite for initiation of TMS in collaborative settings. For example, Schreiber and
236Engelmann (2010) found that using concept maps to visualize collaborators’ knowledge
237structures (see also Engelmann et al. 2009) can initiate processes of TMS development, which
238is in turn beneficial for group performance in newly formed ad hoc groups.
239The effects of computer-supported collaboration scripts on knowledge awareness and
240sharing for facilitation of TMS in multidisciplinary collaborative settings are still unclear.
241This is striking since scripts can be textually implemented into the CSCL platform in a
242variety of forms such as cues, prompts, input text boxes etc. to foster both collaborative and
243individual learning (e.g., Fischer et al. 2002; Rummel and Spada 2005; Rummel et al. 2009;
244Schellens and Valcke 2006; Schellens et al. 2007, 2009; Stegmann et al. 2007;Weinberger et al.
2452005). The notion of scripting was inspired by the early success of using scripted cooperation to
246promote collaborative learning activities within the context of natural sciences (O’Donnell
2471999). Collaboration scripts provide detailed and explicit guidelines for small groups of learners
248to clarify what, when and by whom certain activities need to be executed (Weinberger et al.
2492007). CSCL scripts have often been realized through prompts, which are mostly embedded in
250the graphical user-interface of the collaboration tool (Baker and Lund 1997). Prompts may
251sometimes take the form of sentence starters (Nussbaum et al. 2004) or question stems (Ge and
252Land 2004), and provide learners with guidelines, hints and suggestions that facilitate the
253enacting of scripts (Ge and Land 2004; Weinberger et al. 2005, 2007).
254Scripts have not yet been related to the construction of TMS in spite of the fact that scripts
255distribute resources and roles explicitly and hence enhance learners’ awareness of how
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256knowledge is distributed within a group (Weinberger 2011). Scripts have been designed to
257foster transactive talk and discourse and have been found to substantially facilitate individual
258learning outcomes as well as knowledge convergence within a group of learners (Weinberger
259et al. 2005, 2007). Despite the research on the role of collaboration scripts and its promising
260findings on various aspects of learning mechanisms – especially the facilitation of trans-
261active talk and discourse – in mono-disciplinary groups, only few research studies have so
262far reported on the effects of these scripts on learning for groups comprised of members with
263different disciplinary backgrounds. Studies by Beers et al. (2005, 2007), Kirschner et al.
264(2008), as well as Rummel and Spada (2005) and Rummel et al. (2009) focused on the role
265of ICT tools and online support systems for facilitation of collaborative learning in multi-
266disciplinary settings. However, the focal points of these studies were not on the effects of
267CSCL scripts on TMS and transactive discussions.

268Research questions

269To date, research has not focused systematically on the joint operation of the TMS and
270transactivity in a CSCL environment with appropriate support measures. It is unclear how
271transactive knowledge sharing and domain-specific knowledge transfer can be facilitated in
272a multidisciplinary CSCL setting. The picture is even less clear when it comes to whether
273and how transactive memory and discussion scripts improve the quality of joint and
274individual problem solution plans in a multidisciplinary CSCL setting. Therefore, the
275following research questions were formulated to address these issues:

2761. To what extent is the quality of student messages during the collaborative phase in terms
277of transactive knowledge sharing affected by a transactive memory script, a transactive
278discussion script, and their combination in a multidisciplinary CSCL setting?
279It was expected that the transactive memory script would facilitate coordination of
280the distributed knowledge, which in turn would facilitate transactive knowledge sharing
281in terms of externalization of each participant’s own knowledge and elicitation of
282their learning partner’s knowledge. It was also expected that the transactive dis-
283cussion script would facilitate collaborative discussions and argumentations, which
284in turn would facilitate transactive knowledge sharing in terms of integration and
285conflict-oriented consensus building. Furthermore, we expected that when offered in
286combination the scripts would each have these same effects, but we did not expect
287any interaction effects.
2882. To what extent is domain-specific knowledge transfer (individual-to-group, group-to-
289individual, and shared knowledge transfer) affected by a transactive memory script, a
290transactive discussion scrip, and their combination in a multidisciplinary CSCL setting?
291It was expected that facilitation of both coordination of the distributed knowledge
292and collaborative discussions and argumentations would be reflected in the domain-
293specific knowledge transfer. We expected no interaction effects of the two scripts when
294offered in combination.
2953. To what extent is the quality of joint and individual problem solution plans affected by a
296transactive memory script, a transactive discussion script, and their combination in a
297multidisciplinary CSCL setting?
298It was expected that both scripts would improve quality of joint and individual
299problem solution plans. We expected no interaction effects of the two scripts when
300offered in combination.
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301Method

302Context and participants

303The study took place at Wageningen University in the Netherlands, which has an academic
304focus on the Life Sciences, especially food and health, sustainability, and a healthy living
305environment. Students at this university are encouraged to combine natural and social
306sciences: such as plant sciences and economics, or food technology and sociology (see
307Noroozi et al. 2012a). The study participants were 120 students from two disciplinary
308backgrounds: 1) international land and water management, and 2) international development
309studies. These two complementary domains of expertise were required to successfully
310accomplish the learning task in this study. The mean age of the participants was 24.73
311(SD03.43) years; 57 % were female and 43 % were male. The group of participants was
312made up of an approximately an even number of Dutch and foreign students. Students were
313compensated €50 for their participation in this study.
314The participants were assigned to partners based on disciplinary backgrounds, so that one
315partner had a water management disciplinary background and the other an international
316development disciplinary background. The participants in each pair did not know each other
317beforehand. Next, each pair was randomly assigned to one of four experimental conditions
318in a 2×2 factorial design, each of which included 15 pairs. Participants in three conditions
319were given scripts – either transactive memory, transactive discussion, or a combined
320script – and the control group was not given a script. The experimental conditions
321differed only with respect to the components of transactive memory and discussion
322scripts that were implemented in the platform using the interface of the online environment
323(see description below).

324Learning material

325Students participating in the study were asked to learn the concept of Community-Based
326Social Marketing (CBSM) and its application in Sustainable Agricultural Water
327Management (SAWM). Specifically, the participants were asked to apply the concept of
328CBSM in fostering sustainable behaviour among farmers in terms of the principles of
329SAWM. In the collaborative learning phase (see Table 1), learners were asked to analyze
330and discuss the problem case and to design an effective plan for fostering sustainable
331behaviour for SAWM as a solution. They were asked to take into account the farmers’
332various perspectives on the need – or lack thereof – of implementing SAWM. The learning
333task was authentic and complex, and allowed learners to construct different arguments based
334on the concepts of CBSM and SAWM.
335CBSM is based on research in the social sciences demonstrating that behaviour
336change is most effectively achieved through initiatives delivered at the community level
337which focus on removing barriers to an activity while simultaneously enhancing the
338activity’s benefits. Students with an international development studies background were
339expected to have knowledge on CBSM. To be included in the study, they must have
340passed at least two courses in which the concept of CBSM or related topics had been
341studied (M03.79; SD01.61).
342SAWM can be defined as the manipulation of water within the borders of an individual
343farm, farming plot, or field. SAWM seeks to optimize soil-water-plant relationships to
344achieve a yield of desired products. SAWM may therefore begin at the farm gate and end
345at the disposal point of the drainage water to a public watercourse, open drain, or sink.
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346Students with an international land and water management studies background were
347expected to have knowledge of SAWM. To be included in the study, they must have passed
348at least two courses in which the concept of SAWM or related topics had been studied
349(M03.45; SD01.09).
350To avoid any possible knowledge overlap between students in the academic content areas
351(SAWM and CBSM), they were asked to write down all past courses they had taken which
352concerned the domain expertise of the learning partner. None of the students had taken any
353courses in their partner’s domain. In order for the learning partners to understand each other
354and to be efficient in a multidisciplinary setting, all learners were provided with a three-page
355description of both CBSM and SAWM, and the demographic characteristics of the farmers
356and geographical characteristics of the location. This three-page description helped learners
357to share some knowledge that was useful to master the learning task. The description of the
358problem case and theoretical background were embedded in the platform during collabora-
359tion, so that the learners could study them when interacting with their partners.

360Learning environment

361The partners in each dyad were located in two separate laboratory rooms. An asynchronous
362text-based discussion board called SharePoint was customized for the purpose of our study
363for the collaboration phase. Immediate (chat-like) answers were not enabled in the learning
364environment. Instead, the interactions were asynchronous, resembling e-mail communica-
365tion for the exchange of text messages (see Noroozi et al. 2013b). During the collaborative
366phase, the learners’ task was to collaboratively analyze, discuss, and solve the problem case
367on the basis of the theoretical background and to arrive at a joint solution. The goals were for
368the partners to (1) to learn from each other with respect to the domain-specific theoretical

t1:1 Table 1 Overview of the procedure of the experimental study

t1:2 Phase Duration

t1:3 (1) Introduction and pre-test phase 35 min

t1:4 Introductory explanations 5 min

t1:5 Assessment of personal data (questionnaires) 10 min

t1:6 Assessment of collaboration and computer experiences, learning style, argumentation
skill etc. (questionnaires)

20 min

t1:7 (2) Individual learning phase 40 min

t1:8 Introductory remarks 5 min

t1:9 Individual study phase of the theoretical text (conceptual space and problem case) 15 min

t1:10 Pre-test of domain-specific prior knowledge (individual analysis) 20 min

t1:11 (3) Collaborative learning phase 90 min

t1:12 Introduction to the CSCL platform 5 min

t1:13 Explanation of the procedure 5 min

t1:14 Collaborative learning phase (online discussion) 80 min

t1:15 (4) Post-tests and debriefing 45 min

t1:16 Individual analysis of the problem case 20 min

t1:17 Assessment of satisfaction with the learning effects and subject learning experience 20 min

t1:18 Debriefing 5 min

t1:19 Total time about 3.5 h
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369concepts of their learning partners, (2) to share as much knowledge as possible during
370collaboration, and (3) to discuss and elaborate on the theoretical concepts in each partner’s
371specific domain to collectively design sound (individual and joint) solution plans for the
372problem case. In other words, participants were expected to combine their complementary
373domain-specific knowledge, and then to discuss and elaborate on this information such that
374it could be applied for designing solution plans for the problem case.
375Each message sent to a partner consisted of a subject line, date, time, and the message
376body. While the SharePoint platform set author, date, time, and subject line automatically,
377the learners had to enter the content of the message as in any typical discussion board. The
378platform was modified to allow for textual implementation of computer-supported collabo-
379ration scripts. The CSCL environment for learners in the experimental conditions was the
380same as for the control group, except for the presence of a transactive memory script, a
381transactive discussion script, or combined scripts, which structured the discussion phase in
382the platform. The conditions were distinguished and implemented as follows:

383The control group

384The learning partners received no further support beyond being asked to analyze, discuss,
385and solve the problem case on the basis of the theoretical background provided by the
386platform and to type their arguments into a blank text box.

387Transactive memory script

388The platform in this condition was the same as in the control group except for the addition of
389a transactive memory script. Building on Wegner (1987), we developed a script that spanned
390three phases: encoding, storage, and retrieval (see Noroozi et al. 2013a). For each phase,
391specific types of prompts were embedded in the CSCL platform; however, all replies by
392learning partners were not structured by a prompt. In the encoding phase, learners were
393given 10 min to introduce themselves, compose a portfolio of their expertise, and indicate
394what aspects of their expertise applied to the given case. They were prompted to present their
395specific expertise, not general knowledge, in the portfolio message. Therefore, the content of
396the initial messages was pre-structured with prompts (e.g., “Briefly sketch the knowledge
397areas you have mastered in your studies so far…”; “Indicate what aspects of your expertise
398apply to this case…”; “Indicate what other knowledge might be relevant to this case…”).
399In the storage phase, the dyad members were given 15 min to read the portfolios and
400discuss the case with the goal of distributing responsibility for various aspects of the learning
401task. Respective prompts aimed at helping the students to identify what expertise should be
402applied to what aspect of the task and to take responsibility for those aspects that matched
403their own expertise. The content of the initial messages in this phase were pre-structured
404with prompts, such as: “The following aspects of the task should be analyzed by…”; “I will
405take responsibility for the following aspects of the learning task…”. The dyad members were
406asked to compose at least one task distribution and one acceptance of responsibility message.
407In the retrieval phase, the dyad members were given 15 min to analyze and solve
408previously assigned parts of the task based on their specific expertise. Again, the content
409of the initial messages was pre-structured with prompts (e.g., “The task aspects related to
410expertise XY are addressed as follows…”; “The task aspects related to expertise YX are
411addressed as follows…”).
412The learners were then given 40 min and guided to combine their solutions on the basis of
413their specialized domains of expertise. They received prompts to construct a joint solution, to
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414consider both areas of expertise in a balanced way, and to indicate agreement on the solution.
415The content of their initial messages was pre-structured with prompts such as “The two
416aspects of the task interact in the following way…”; “To adjust and combine our solutions, I
417suggest that…”.

418Transactive discussion script

419The platform in this condition was the same as in the control group except for the
420addition of a transactive discussion script, which structured the replied messages in text
421windows (see Noroozi et al. 2013b). Every dyad member was first asked to individually
422analyze the problem case and then to submit that analysis into a blank text box. The
423learning partners were then asked to discuss the case on the basis of one another’s
424individual analysis while receiving a respective prompt that applied to every reply they
425sent. Building on a modified coding scheme from Berkowitz and Gibbs (1983), four types
426of prompts were automatically embedded into the reply messages in the text windows,
427each of which was expected to facilitate transactive knowledge sharing. Specifically, each
428participant was asked to paraphrase, criticize, ask clarifying/extension questions, give
429counter-arguments, and propose integration of arguments in response to each message
430that had been posted by the learning partner until they reached consensus and indicated
431agreement on the solutions. Learners could either start a new topic by posting a new
432message or reply to messages that had been posted previously. The structure of the four
433prompts was as follows:

4341) The prompt for argumentation analysis and paraphrasing the elements for the con-
435struction of a single argument in accordance with a simplified version of Toulmin’s
436(1958) model (claim, ground, and qualification). Learners were first asked to analyze
437the case and write their own argument(s) in the discussion board. They were then
438required to make analyzes of the argument(s) being put forward by their partners and
439paraphrase them in pre-structured boxes. Therefore, the subjects of the reply messages
440were pre-structured with prompts (e.g., “You claim…”; “Building on the reason…”;
441“The noted limitation of your claim is…”). Learners were encouraged to construct
442sound, explicit analyses of their partners’ arguments.
4432) The prompt for feedback analysis focusing on clarification of the problem case on the
444basis of individual analysis of the learning partners’ arguments (see also Weinberger et
445al. 2005, 2010). The subjects of the reply messages were pre-structured with prompts
446for feedback analysis (e.g., “I (do not) understand or agree with the following aspects of
447your position…”; “Could you please elaborate on that…”; “… is not yet clear to me;
448what do you mean by that…”).
4493) The prompt for extension of the argument focusing on further explanation and devel-
450opment. The subjects of the reply messages were pre-structured with prompts for
451extension of the argument (e.g., “Here’s a further thought or an elaboration offered in
452the spirit of your position …”).
4534) The prompt for building counter-arguments and interactive arguments for different
454areas of expertise in accordance with Leitão’s (2000) model of argumentation sequence
455(argument–counterargument–integrative argument…) (see also Stegmann et al. 2007).
456The subjects of the reply messages were pre-structured with prompts for construc-
457tion of argumentation sequences (e.g., “Here’s a different claim and the reasoning
458behind it from my area of expertise…”; “To adjust and combine our solutions, I
459would suggest that…”).
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460The combined script

461The CSCL platform in this condition was the same as in the control group except for the
462addition of the combined transactive memory and discussion scripts. The subjects of the
463original messages were pre-structured with various prompts as in the transactive memory
464script. Each reply was also pre-structured with the four types of prompts as in the transactive
465discussion script.

466Procedure

467Before carrying out the experimental study, a pilot test was conducted with eight learners to
468determine the feasibility of the study with respect to learning task, materials, instruments,
469scripts, and the platform. These eight learners were divided into four pairs, and then three
470pairs were given their own scripts – either transactive memory, transactive discussion, or
471combined script – and one group, the control group, was not given a script.
472This pilot study resulted in a slight modification of the learning task and materials as well
473as the functionality of the platform. For instance, in the pilot study, learners appeared to need
474more information on the farmers and location characteristics for elaborating on the learning
475materials. Therefore, in the actual experiment, learners were provided with more information
476on demographic characteristics of the farmers and geographical features of the location.
477Moreover, the platform was equipped with a notification of new messages from the learning
478partner, since in the pilot study participants complained that it was not clear exactly
479when a new message had been posted. Furthermore, the pilot study helped us design
480the problem case in such a way that it would be neither too difficult nor too easy for
481learners on the basis of their disciplinary backgrounds. The data from the pilot study
482were excluded in the final analysis.
483Overall, the experimental session took about 3.5 h and consisted of four main phases with
484a 10-minute break between phases two and three (see Table 1). During the (1) introduction
485and pre-test phase, which took 35 min, individual learners received introductory explan-
486ations about the experiment for five minutes. They were then asked to complete several
487questionnaires on demographic variables, computer literacy, argumentation skills, prior
488experience with and attitude towards collaboration (30 min). The data from these question-
489naires were used to ensure that randomization did in fact lead to an even distribution of
490participants (see the Control Measures section).
491During the (2) individual phase, learners first received an introductory explanation of
492how to analyze the case (5 min). They were then given 5 min to read the problem case and
49310 min to study a three-page summary of the theoretical text regarding SAWM and CBSM
494and also demographic characteristics of the farmers and the location of the case study.
495Learners were allowed to make notes and to keep the text and their notes during the
496experiment. Prior to collaboration, learners were asked to individually analyze the problem
497case and design an effective plan (20 min) for fostering sustainable behaviour on the basis of
498their own domain of expertise. More specifically, learners with an international development
499background were asked to design an effective plan for fostering sustainable behaviour
500among Nahavand farmers taking into account the concept of CBSM, whereas learners
501with an international land and water management background were asked to design an
502effective plan for fostering SAWM among Nahavand farmers. The data from this pretest
503served two purposes: to assess learners’ prior knowledge regarding SAWM or CBSM,
504and to help us check for the randomization of learners in terms of prior knowledge over
505various conditions.
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506After a 10-minute break, the (3) collaborative learning phase (90 min) began. First,
507learners were oriented to the CSCL platform and acquainted with the procedure of the
508collaboration phase (10 min). Subsequently, learners were asked to discuss and support their
509analyses and design plans in pairs (80 min). Specifically, they were asked to analyze and
510discuss the same problem case as in the pretest and to jointly design an effective plan for
511fostering SAWM based on the concept of CBSM. This collaborative outcome served as the
512criteria for assessing quality of the joint problem solution plan.
513During the (4) post-test and debriefing phase (45 min), learners were first asked to work
514on a comparable case-based assignment individually (20 min) based on what they had
515learned in the collaboration phase. They were asked to analyze and design an effective plan
516for fostering sustainable behaviour among Nahavand wheat farmers in terms of irrigation
517methods that could be applied for fostering SAWM as a CBSM advisor. This individual task
518was used for assessing the quality of the individual problem solution plan. Furthermore,
519learners were asked to fill out several questionnaires to assess various aspects of their
520satisfaction with the learning experience and its outcomes (20 min). Finally, the participants
521got a short debriefing for about 5 min.

522Measurements, instruments, and data sources

523Assessing transactive knowledge sharing during the collaborative phase

524The learners’ online messages during the collaborative learning phase were analyzed by
525means of an adapted coding scheme developed by Weinberger and Fischer (2006).
526Specifically, we analyzed transactive knowledge sharing by focusing on the function or
527social mode of messages, i.e., how learners refer to each other’s messages. Every message
528posted during the online discussion was coded as one of the following: no reaction,
529externalization, acceptance, elicitation, integration, or conflict. When learners did not re-
530spond to questions (and other forms of elicitation) from their learning partners, we coded the
531chronologically next message as “no reaction (to learning partner)”. When learners formally
532replied to a (mother) message of a learning partner, i.e., they hit the reply button after reading
533a message by their learning partner, but did not refer at all to what their learning partner had
534said in the (mother) message they were replying to, we coded their (daughter) message as
535“no reaction”. When learners displayed their knowledge without reference to earlier mes-
536sages, for instance when they composed the first analysis in the discussion board or typically
537also the first messages in a discussion thread, we coded the message as externalization.
538Sometimes, learners might juxtapose externalizations, i.e., reply to earlier externalizations
539by a further externalization. When learners asked for, or invited a reaction from their
540learning partners, we coded the message as elicitation. Typically, this took the form of
541questions. However, learners often forgot the question marks or made proposals rather than
542asking directly. If an elicitation was not responded to, the next message was coded as “no
543reaction”. When learners agreed to what had been said before without any modification by
544repeating what had been said, we coded the message as acceptance. Learners might have
545taken over perspectives from their peers and built syntheses of (various) arguments and
546counter-arguments that learning partners had uttered before, which we coded as integration.
547Any rejection, denial, or negative answer/evaluation was coded as conflict. Beyond saying
548“No” or “I disagree”, any kind of modification or replacement of what had been said before
549was also coded as conflict. Thus, smaller repairs and additions to a learning partner’s
550utterances were coded as conflict. This included taking note of the phenomenon of allevi-
551ating critiques by initializing responses with phrases such as “I totally agree, but…”. Several
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552of these social modes could be found within one message. Therefore, we coded the discourse
553hierarchically. For example, if the message contained a conflict, the message was coded as
554conflict regardless of what else could be found in the message. The hierarchy was as follows:
555conflict, integration, elicitation, acceptance, externalization, or no reaction (see Table 2 for
556coding procedure and examples).
557Two trained coders coded three discourse corpora in each condition to determine the
558reliability index of inter-rater agreement. The inter-rater agreement computed on the basis of
559this overlapping coding was sufficiently high (Cohen’s κ0 .88). Moreover, intra-coder test-
560retest reliability was calculated for 10 % of the discourse corpora. This resulted in identical
561scores in 93 % of the contributions. For each pair, we counted the sum of messages that were
562coded as conflict, integration, elicitation, acceptance, externalization, or no reaction as an
563indicator of transactive knowledge sharing. The scores on this measure were then trans-
564formed into proportions in relation to the total number of messages during the collaborative
565phase. In addition, we analyzed the percentage of various categories of transactive knowl-
566edge sharing for each dyad in all conditions.

567Measuring domain-specific knowledge transfer (individual-to-group, group-to-individual,
568and shared knowledge transfer)

569We operationalized knowledge transfer as an interaction between domain-specific knowl-
570edge of the individual learner and his/her partner in terms of individual-to-group, group-to-
571individual, and shared knowledge transfer. An expert solution for the task was used to
572analyze the domain-specific knowledge transfer. This expert solution included all the
573possible theoretical concepts of SAWM and CBSM, and their relation to the problem cases
574(see Noroozi et al. 2013a). The next step of the analysis involved characterizing the content
575of both of the problem solutions generated in the two individual phases of the study, both
576prior to (pre-test) and after collaboration (post-test), as well as the joint solution generated by
577the dyads in the collaborative phase. Learners received a score of 1 for each adequately
578applied theoretical concept and for relating it appropriately to the problem cases in their joint
579and individual problem solution plans leading to a sum score in the end. Both inter-rater
580agreement between two coders (Cohen’s κ0 .88) and intra-coder test-retest reliability for
581each coder for 10 % of the data (90 % identical scores) were sufficiently high.

582Individual-to-group knowledge transfer

583Building on Noroozi et al. (2013a), the impact that each individual learner had on the joint
584solution plan was estimated by the total number of his/her own individual representations
585that s/he managed to transfer to the joint solution plan. The indicator of individual-to-group
586knowledge transfer for each participant was then the sum score of all relevant and correct
587applications of that participant’s own theoretical concepts that were transferred to the dyad’s
588joint solution plan (see Fig. 1).

589Group-to-individual knowledge transfer

590Building on Noroozi et al. (2013a), the impact that participating in a dyad had on the
591individual learner was estimated by the total number of relevant and correct applications of a
592learning partner’s theoretical concepts that emerged in the collaborative process and re-
593emerged in the individual problem solutions. The indicator of group-to-individual knowl-
594edge transfer for each participant was then the sum score of all relevant and correct
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t2:1 Table 2 Coding rubric for transactive knowledge sharing by social modes

t2:2 Code Description Examples

t2:3 No reaction When learners do not respond to questions
(and other forms of elicitation) of their
learning partners.

A: “I doubt if furrow, border strip or basin
irrigation is a good system in the east part
of the area due to the sandy nature of its
soil. Sandy soils have a low water storage
capacity and a high infiltration rate. They
therefore need frequent but small irrigation
applications.”

t2:4 When learners formally reply to a (mother)
message of a learning partner but do not
refer at all to what their learning partner
has said in the (mother) message they
are replying to.

B: “No reply”

t2:5 A: “I think surface irrigation is a good system
in the North of Nahavand since the type of
soil in that area is clay with low infiltration
rates.”

t2:6 B: “Let’s wrap up the discussion due to the
time constraint.”

t2:7 Externalization When learners outline their knowledge without
reference to earlier messages, for instance
when they compose the first analysis in the
discussion board or typically also the first
messages in a discussion thread.

“I would encourage farmers to use the drip
irrigation method since there is a steep
slope in the area and this method could
prevent runoff.-”

t2:8 When learners juxtapose externalizations, i.e.
reply to earlier externalizations with an
externalization.

A: “I would encourage farmers to use the drip
irrigation method since there is a steep
slope in the area and this method could
prevent runoff.”

t2:9 B: “Drip irrigation could (also) save a lot of
water in this water-scarce area by prevent-
ing deep percolation, or evaporation.”

t2:10 Acceptance When learners agree to what has been said
before without further elaboration.

A: “The type of crop is a very important
consideration when choosing a beneficial
irrigation method.”

t2:11 When learners agree to what has been said
before without any modification by
repeating what has been said.

B: “I agree”, or something similar.

t2:12 A: “The type of crop is a very important
consideration when choosing a beneficial
irrigation method”

t2:13 B: “We need to consider the type of products
and their value in relation to the various
irrigation methods used by farmers.”

t2:14 Elicitation When learners ask for or invite a reaction
from their learning partners. Typically, this
is done by asking questions.

“What are the possible technical problems in
the area in terms of implementing the
sprinkler irrigation method”?

t2:15 However, learners often forget the question
marks or make proposals rather than asking
directly.

“We should also talk about the external
barriers for behaviour change.”

t2:16 Integration When learners adopt the perspectives of their
peers and build syntheses of (various)
arguments and counter-arguments that
learning partners have uttered before.

A: “Farmers rarely accept the drip irrigation
method due to the technical requirements
for implementing it on the farm.”

t2:17 B: “For the technical requirements we could
provide farmers with short and long-term
training sessions to teach them how to in-
stall, apply and maintain the system.”

t2:18 Conflict When learners reject, deny, or give a negative
answer to/evaluation of what has been said
before.

A: “I would encourage farmers to use the drip
irrigation method since there is a steep
slope in the area.”
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t2:20 Table 2 (continued)

Code Description Examples

t2:19 When learners modify or replace what has
been said before.

B: “No” or “I disagree”, etc.

t2:20 When learners slightly amend or add to the
learning partners’ utterances.

A: “I would encourage farmers to use
sprinkler and drip irrigation. Because of the
high capital investment required per
hectare, these are mostly used for high-
value cash crops, e.g. vegetables and fruit
trees.”

t2:21 B: “Drip irrigation could be a complete waste
of water in the south of Nahavand when
you take the soil minerals and toxicity into
account.”

t2:22 A: “Farmers would not accept a drip
irrigation system due to their lack of
technical knowledge.”

t2:23 B: “They also would not easily accept drip
irrigation due to the huge initial costs for
implementing the system.”

t2:24 A: “Surface irrigation is preferred if the
irrigation water contains much sediment,
which can clog drip or sprinkler irrigation
systems.”

t2:25 B: “I totally agree, but…”

Tom

A B C D E F G H

Jane

a b c d e f g h i

A C D G H b c e f h i

b c h
 i 

A C D G 
H 

A C D 
G H

B 
E

b c e 
h 

a d 
g

Individual pre-test

Collaborative discourse

Individual post-test

Shared Knowledge transfer A C D G H b c h 

Individual-to-Group

Group-to-Individual

Shared Knowledge

Fig. 1 A graphical representation for measuring domain-specific knowledge transfer. (Capital letters repre-
sent relevant and correct application of the theoretical concepts from Tom’s domain of expertise. Lower case
letters represent relevant and correct application of the theoretical concepts from Jane’s domain of expertise.)
Tom scores 5 and 4 on individual- to- group and group- to-individual knowledge transfer respectively. Jane
scores 6 and 5 on individual- to- group and group- to-individual knowledge transfer respectively. Tom and
Jane score 8 on shared knowledge transfer. Capital letters “B” and “E” and also lower case letters “a”, “d”, and
“g” were not transferred from individual to group representations. They were, however, transferred from the
learners’ own individual pre-tests to their individual post-tests
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595applications of a learning partner’s theoretical concepts that were transferred to the individual’s
596own solution plan in the post-test (see Fig. 1).

597Shared knowledge transfer

598Successful collaboration depends not only on the extent to which learners (co)construct
599knowledge, but also the extent to which knowledge is shared by the participants in the group
600(Stahl and Hesse 2009). We used individual problem solution plans in the post-test to
601measure shared knowledge transfer between dyad members. Building on Noroozi et al.
602(2013a), the indicator of shared knowledge transfer for each dyad was the sum score of all
603relevant and correct applications of theoretical concepts in relation to the problem case,
604which both dyad members appropriately shared in their individual representations in the
605post-test (see Q3Fischer & Mandl 2005). For example, as can be seen in Fig. 1, Tom and Jane
606shared eight relevant and correct applications of theoretical concepts in the post-test.
607Five of these concepts belong to Tom’s domain of expertise and three of them belong
608to Jane’s domain of expertise. So, the score eight was assigned for Tom’s and Jane’s
609shared knowledge transfer.

610Measuring quality of joint and individual problem solution plans

611The measure of group performance was operationalized as the quality of the joint problem
612solution plan produced by the dyad during their collaboration. Building on Noroozi et al.
613(2013a), the measure of individual performance was operationalized as the quality of the
614individual problem solution plan produced by each learner after collaboration in the post-
615test. In contrast to the quantitative analyses on domain-specific knowledge transfer measure-
616ments that focused on the numerical applications of the theoretical concepts in relation to the
617problem cases, the qualitative strategy adopted for measuring the quality of joint and
618individual problem solution plans was to focus on the extent to which pairs and individual
619learners were able to support their theoretical assumptions in relation to the case with
620justifiable arguments, discussions, and sound interpretations that contributed to the advance-
621ment of the problem solution plans (see Noroozi et al. 2013a, for a full description of the
622qualitative measurement).
623Both joint and individual problem solution plans were independently rated by two expert
624coders on a scale ranging from “inadequate problem solution plan” to “high-quality problem
625solution plan”. Both inter-rater agreement between two coders (Cohen’s κ0 .84) and intra-
626coder test-retest reliability for each coder for 10 % of the data (89 % identical scores) were
627sufficiently high. We then assigned 0 points for inadequate problem solution plans, 1 point
628for low quality, 2 points for rather low quality, 3 points for rather high quality, and 4 points
629for high-quality problem solution plans. Based on these points, we calculated the mean
630quality score for the joint (group values) and individual (aggregated group values) problem
631solution plans in all conditions.

632Control measures

633Various factors of a learner’s background and experience have been discussed as being
634relevant and important in CSCL settings, such as computer literacy and prior experience
635with and attitude towards collaboration (see Beers et al. 2007; Noroozi et al. 2011, 2012a, b;
636Rummel et al. 2009). We therefore checked whether the participants were equally distributed
637over the four conditions for these measures.
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638Measurement of computer literacy

639Building on Noroozi et al. (2013b), the learners were measured on computer literacy using a
640questionnaire with 10 items using a five-point Likert scale ranging from “almost never true”
641to “almost always true”. The questionnaire was designed to ascertain the extent to which
642learners considered themselves to be skillful in terms of (a) software applications (MS Word,
643Excel, or other programs), (b) using the Internet for communication via e-mail, Chat,
644Blackboard, SharePoint, Web 2.0 tools, and other social media. Furthermore, we asked
645learners to rate themselves in terms of general computer skills on a scale of one to five. The
646reliability coefficient was sufficiently high (Cronbach α0 .83).

647Measurement of prior experience with and attitude towards collaboration

648Building on Noroozi et al. (2013b), the learners were measured on these collaboration
649variables using a questionnaire with 25 items using a five-point Likert scale ranging from
650“almost never true” to “almost always true”. Nine items of this questionnaire asked learners
651to ascertain the extent to which they had prior experience with collaboration. For example,
652they were asked to specify their collaboration experience by choosing from a list of
653alternatives (school, workplace, etc.) and also to rate themselves on general prior experience
654with collaboration. Sixteen items of this questionnaire were aimed to ascertain learners’
655attitudes towards collaboration. For example, they were asked to rate themselves on state-
656ments such as “collaboration fosters learning”, “learning should involve social negotiation”,
657“one learns more while performing tasks in a collaborative manner than individually”, etc.
658The reliability coefficient was sufficient for both prior experience with (Cronbach α0 .79)
659and attitudes towards collaboration (Cronbach α0 .82).

660Unit of analysis

661The unit of analysis, either at the individual or dyad level, depended on the research question
662addressed.We used single individual as the unit of analysis to check for the equal distribution of
663the learners over the four conditions in terms of prior knowledge, number of passed courses,
664computer literacy, prior experience with collaboration, and learners’ attitudes towards collab-
665oration.We used the dyads (group values) as the unit of analysis for the research question 1, part
666of research question 2 addressing shared knowledge transfer, and for part of research question 3
667regarding the quality of joint problem solution plans which are directed to the discourse and to
668the collaborative solution of the learning task. In contrast, the individual as the unit of analysis
669(aggregated group values) was used to measure individual-to-group and group-to-individual
670knowledge transfer for research question 2, and the part of research question 3 addressing the
671quality of individual problem solution plans (see Kapur 2008; Fischer et al. 2002; Raudenbush
672and Bryk 2002; Noroozi et al. 2013a, b). Although thesemeasurements were taken individually,
673the individual scores within each dyad were not independent observations due to the collabo-
674ration that preceded it (Kapur 2008; Raudenbush and Bryk 2002) and also the design of the
675platform, which supported group rather than individual work (Stahl 2010, 2011a). Therefore,
676we used aggregated group values for these measurements.

677Data analysis and statistical tests

678The scores of four pairs of learners (one pair in each condition) were excluded from the
679analyses due to the limited number of their contributions. Therefore, for data analyses, 112
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680learners (14 pairs in each of the four conditions) were included in the study. ANOVA tests
681were used to compare the prior knowledge, number of passed courses, computer literacy,
682prior experience with collaboration, and learners’ attitudes towards collaboration among
683learners. MANOVA was used to analyze the proportion of various types of messages in
684terms of transactive knowledge sharing: for these tests, the absolute scores were transformed
685into proportions. Univariate analyses were used as a post-hoc analysis to examine statistical
686differences among the conditions. MANOVA was conducted to analyze domain-specific
687knowledge transfer measures. Univariate analyses for each of these knowledge transfer
688measures (individual-to-group, group-to-individual, and shared knowledge transfer measures)
689were then conducted as follow-up tests to the MANOVA. MANOVAwas again conducted to
690compare mean differences between learners in terms of quality of problem solution plans.
691Univariate analyses for each of these problem solution plans (joint and individual problem
692solution plans) were then conducted as follow-up tests to the MANOVA. Furthermore,
693simple effects tests were conducted as follow-up tests only when the interaction was
694significant.

695Results

696Learning prerequisites and control measures

697The learners with an international development studies background in the four conditions
698showed no differences with respect to prior knowledge, F(3, 52)0 .45, p>.2 (M010.93, SD0
6992.72, Max016, Min07), and number of passed courses (M03.78, SD01.61, Max07, Min0
7002) on CBSM and related topics, F(3, 52)0 .23, p>.2. The same was true for the learners with
701an international land and water management studies background regarding prior knowledge,
702F(3, 52)0 .42, p>.2 (M07.70, SD02.77, Max014, Min02), and number of passed courses
703(M03.44, SD01.09, Max06, Min02) on SAWM and related topics, F(3, 52)0 .56, p>.2.
704These results show that the random assignment of learners to the four conditions led to no
705significant differences in prior knowledge or background requirements.
706Furthermore, learners in the four conditions showed no differences regarding the mean
707scores of computer literacy, F(3, 108)0 .67, p>.2, and prior experience with collaboration,
708F(3, 108)0 .76, p>.2. The same was true for the learners’ attitudes towards collaboration,
709F(3, 108)0 .91, p>.2. These results show that the random assignment of learners to the
710four conditions led to no significant differences in terms of learners’ individual prerequisites.

711Descriptive information for the script effects on various dependent variables

712Table 3 shows the script effects for various experimental conditions with regard to all of the
713dependent variables in this study, including the number and quality of student messages
714during the collaborative phase in terms of transactive knowledge sharing (conflict, integra-
715tion, elicitation, acceptance, externalization, no reaction), domain-specific knowledge trans-
716fer (individual-to-group, group-to-individual, and shared knowledge transfer measures), as
717well as quality of problem solution plans (joint and individual). In total, participants with the
718transactive memory or discussion script separately produced a higher quality of transactive
719knowledge sharing during discourse, constructed and transferred more domain-specific
720knowledge, and achieved a higher quality of joint and individual problem solution plans
721than participants in the combined script and control group conditions. In other words, when
722both scripts were offered at the same time, a lower quality of messages was exchanged, less
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723domain-specific knowledge was transferred, and lower quality of problem solution plans
724was produced than when these scripts were offered separately (see Table 3, for the statistical
725information).

726Results for research question 1

727The first research question was: To what extent is the quality of student messages during the
728collaborative phase in terms of transactive knowledge sharing affected by a transactive
729memory script, transactive discussion script, and their combination in a multidisciplinary
730CSCL setting? In this section we will first present the findings on the overall quantity and
731quality of student messages during the collaborative phase in terms of transactive knowledge
732sharing. Next, we will present results for various categories of the transactive knowledge
733sharing (conflict, integration, elicitation, acceptance, externalization, no reaction) according
734to the scheme described in the method section.

735Number of messages during collaborative phase

736Learners showed significant differences with respect to the number of messages contributed
737in the collaborative phase, F(3, 52)06.80, p<.01, η20 .28. The main effect of the transactive
738memory script on the total number of messages contributed to the discourse was just below
739the significant level, F(1, 52)03.30, p0 .08, η20 .06, with scripted learners (M023.40)
740scoring about the same as unscripted learners (M025.79). This main effect was not signif-
741icant for the transactive discussion script, F(1, 52)0 .80, p0 .37, with scripted learners (M0
74224.00) scoring about the same as unscripted learners (M025.18). However, the interaction
743effect, F(1, 52)016.32, p<.01, η20 .24, was significant. For participants who received the
744transactive memory script, a higher number of messages was authored when the transactive
745discussion script was not offered than when it was offered, F(1, 52)012.17, p<.01, η20 .19.
746For participants who did not receive the transactive memory script, a higher number of
747messages was authored when the transactive discussion script was offered than when it was
748not offered, F(1, 52)04.94, p<.05, η20 .90. For participants who received the transactive
749discussion script, a higher number of messages was authored when the transactive memory
750script was not offered than when it was offered, F(1, 52)017.14, p<.01, η20 .25. For
751participants who did not receive the transactive discussion script, the transactive memory
752script had no effect, F(1, 52)02.47, p0 .12.

753Quality of student messages during the collaborative phase in terms of transactive
754knowledge sharing

755Learners in the four conditions showed significant differences with respect to the overall
756quality of messages contributed during the collaborative phase in terms of transactive
757knowledge sharing. Specifically, the main effect of the transactive memory script on trans-
758active knowledge sharing was significant, Wilks’ l0 .20, F(3, 52)030.76, p<.01, η20 .80.
759The same was true for the transactive discussion script,Wilks’ l0 .45, F(3, 52)09.46, p<.01,
760η20 .55. Furthermore, the interaction effect, Wilks’ l0 .43, F(3, 52)010.47, p<.01, η20 .57,
761was significant, indicating that the script effects were not the same regarding transactive
762knowledge sharing.
763Concerning no reaction to messages, the main effect of the transactive memory script was
764significant, F(1, 52)04.26, p<.05, η20 .08, with scripted learners (M0 .08) scoring higher
765than unscripted learners (M0 .04). This main effect was not significant for the transactive
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766discussion script, F(1, 52)0 .48, p0 .49, with scripted learners (M0 .07) scoring about the
767same as unscripted learners (M0 .05). The interaction effect was significant, F(1, 52)08.61,
768p<.01, η20 .14. For participants who received the transactive memory script, a higher
769proportion of “no reaction messages” was identified when the transactive discussion script
770was offered than when it was not offered, F(1, 52)06.59, p<.05, η20 .11. For participants
771who did not receive the transactive memory script, the transactive discussion script had no
772effect, F(1, 52)02.50, p0 .12. For participants who received the transactive discussion script,
773a higher proportion of “no reaction messages” was identified when the transactive memory
774script was offered than when it was not offered, F(1, 52)012.49, p<.01, η20 .19. For
775participants who did not receive the transactive discussion script, the transactive memory
776script had no effect, F(1, 52)0 .38, p0 .54.
777Regarding knowledge externalization, the main effect of the transactive memory script
778was significant, F(1, 52)053.29, p<.01, η20 .51. Learners with the transactive memory
779script (M0 .39) produced a higher proportion of “knowledge externalization messages” than
780unscripted learners (M0 .22) during discourse. The same was true for the transactive
781discussion script, F(1, 52)07.70, p<.01, η20 .13. Learners with the transactive discussion
782script (M0 .27) produced a higher proportion of messages for knowledge externalization than
783unscripted learners (M0 .34) during discourse. However, no interaction effect, F(1, 52)0 .11,
784p0 .76, was found.
785Concerning acceptance, the main effect of the transactive memory script was not signif-
786icant, F(1, 52)0 .01, p0 .96, with scripted learners (M0 .09) scoring the same as unscripted
787learners (M0 .09). This main effect was also not significant for the transactive discussion
788script, F(1, 52)0 .01, p0 .95, with scripted learners (M0 .09) scoring the same as unscripted
789learners (M0 .09). However, the interaction effect, F(1, 52)010.03, p<.01, η20 .16, was
790significant. For participants who received the transactive memory script, a higher proportion
791of “acceptance messages” was produced when the transactive discussion script was offered
792than when it was not offered, F(1, 52)04.80, p<.05, η20 .09. For participants who did not
793receive the transactive memory script, a higher proportion of “acceptance messages” was
794produced when the transactive discussion script was not offered than when it was offered,
795F(1, 52)05.23, p<.05, η20 .09. For participants who received the transactive discussion
796script, a higher proportion of “acceptance messages” was identified when the transactive
797memory script was offered than when it was not offered, F(1, 52)05.18, p<.05, η20 .09.
798For participants who did not receive the transactive discussion script, a higher proportion
799of “acceptance messages” was identified when the transactive memory script was not
800offered than when it was offered, F(1, 52)04.85, p<.05, η20 .08.
801Concerning knowledge elicitation, the main effect of the transactive memory script was
802significant, F(1, 52)011.84, p<.01, η20 .16, with scripted learners (M0 .26) scoring higher
803than unscripted learners (M0 .17). This main effect was not significant for the transactive
804discussion script, F(1, 52)01.00, p0 .32, with scripted learners (M0 .20) scoring about the
805same as unscripted learners (M0 .23). The interaction effect, F(1, 52)05.52, p<.05, η20 .10,
806was significant. For participants who received the transactive memory script, a higher
807proportion of “elicitation messages” was produced when the transactive discussion script
808was not offered than when it was offered, F(1, 52)05.60, p<.05, η20 .10. For participants
809who did not receive the transactive memory script, the transactive discussion script had no
810effect, F(1, 52)0 .91, p0 .34. For participants who received the transactive discussion script,
811the transactive memory script had no effect, F(1, 52)0 .60, p0 .44. For participants who did
812not receive the transactive discussion script, a higher proportion of “elicitation messages”
813was identified when the transactive memory script was offered than when it was not offered,
814F(1, 52)016.76, p<.01, η20 .24.
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815Regarding knowledge integration, the main effect of the transactive memory script was
816significant, F(1, 52)05.74, p<.05, η20 .10, with scripted learners (M0 .13) scoring lower
817than unscripted learners (M0 .19). This main effect was significant for the transactive
818discussion script, F(1, 52)019.57, p<.01, η20 .27, with scripted learners (M0 .21) scoring
819higher than unscripted learners (M0 .11). The interaction effect, F(1, 52)028.20, p<.01,
820η20 .35, was also significant. For participants who received the transactive memory script,
821the transactive discussion script had no effect, F(1, 52)0 .39, p0 .53. For participants
822who did not receive the transactive memory script, a higher proportion of “integration
823messages” was identified when the transactive discussion script was offered than when
824it was not offered, F(1, 52)047.38, p<.01, η20 .48. For participants who received the
825transactive discussion script, a higher proportion of “integration messages” was pro-
826duced when the transactive memory script was not offered than when it was offered,
827F(1, 52)029.71, p<.01, η20 .36. For participants who did not receive the transactive
828discussion script, a higher proportion of “integration messages” was produced when
829the transactive memory script was offered than when it was not offered, F(1, 52)04.24,
830p<.05, η20 .08.
831Concerning conflict-oriented knowledge building, the main effect of the transactive
832memory script was not significant, F(1, 52)01.73, p0 .19, with scripted learners (M0 .04)
833scoring about the same as unscripted learners (M0 .06). However, this main effect was
834significant for the transactive discussion script, F(1, 52)019.26, p<.01, η20 .27, with
835scripted learners (M0 .08) scoring higher than unscripted learners (M0 .02). The interaction
836effect, F(1, 52)07.45, p<.01, η20 .13, was also significant. For participants who received the
837transactive memory script, the transactive discussion script had no effect, F(1, 52)01.37,
838p0 .27. For participants who did not receive the transactive memory script, a higher
839proportion of “conflict-oriented messages” was produced when the transactive discussion
840script was offered than when it was not offered, F(1, 52)025.33, p<.01, η20 .33. For
841participants who received the transactive discussion script, a higher “conflict-oriented
842messages” was produced when the transactive memory script was not offered than
843when it was offered, F(1, 52)08.19, p<.01, η20 .14. For participants who did not
844receive the transactive discussion script, the transactive memory script had no effect,
845F(1, 52)0 .10, p0 .32.

846Results for research question 2

847The second research question was: To what extent is the domain-specific knowledge
848transfer affected by a transactive memory script, transactive discussion scrip, and their
849combination in a multidisciplinary CSCL setting? In this section we will first present
850the findings on the overall domain-specific knowledge transfer. Next we will present
851the findings separately on individual-to-group, group-to-individual, and shared knowledge
852transfer measures.

853Overall domain-specific knowledge transfer

854The main effect of the transactive memory script on the overall domain-specific
855knowledge transfer was not significant, Wilks’ l0 .91, F(3, 52)01.65, p0 .19. The same
856was true for the transactive discussion script, Wilks’ l0 .97, F(3, 52)0 .43, p0 .73. The
857interaction effect, Wilks’ l0 .55, F(3, 52)013.77, p<.01, η20 .45, was significant, indicating
858that the script effects were not the same regarding overall domain-specific knowledge
859transfer.
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860Individual-to-group knowledge transfer

861The main effect of the transactive memory script on individual-to-group knowledge transfer
862was significant, F(1, 52)04.97, p<.05, η20 .09, with scripted learners (M014.64) scoring
863lower than unscripted learners (M016.90). In other words, a script that organized learners
864into roles by their expertise resulted in collaborative solutions with more ideas from each
865partner. This main effect was not significant for the transactive discussion script, F(1,
86652)0 .06, p0 .80, with scripted learners (M015.64) scoring about the same as unscripted
867learners (M015.89). The interaction effect, F(1, 52)013.81, p<.01, η20 .21, was significant.
868For participants who received the transactive memory script, a higher “individual-to-group”
869knowledge transfer was achieved when the transactive discussion script was not offered than
870when it was offered, F(1, 52)07.86, p<.01, η20 .13. For participants who did not receive the
871transactive memory script, a higher “individual-to-group” knowledge transfer was achieved
872when the transactive discussion script was offered than when it was not offered, F(1, 52)0
8736.02, p<.05, η20 .10. For participants who received the transactive discussion script, a higher
874“individual-to-group” knowledge transfer was achieved when the transactive memory script
875was not offered than when it was offered, F(1, 52)017.68, p<.01, η20 .25. For participants
876who did not receive the transactive discussion script, the transactive memory script had no
877effect, F(1, 52)01.10, p0 .30 (see Fig. 2).

878Group-to-individual knowledge transfer

879The main effect of the transactive memory script on group-to-individual knowledge transfer
880was not significant, F(1, 52)0 .41, p0 .52, with scripted learners (M04.64) scoring about the
881same as unscripted learners (M04.93). The same was true for the transactive discussion
882script, F(1, 52)01.27, p0 .26, with scripted learners (M04.54) scoring about the same as
883unscripted learners (M05.04). However, the interaction effect, F(1, 52)031.75, p<.01,
884η20 .38, was significant. For participants who received the transactive memory script, a
885higher “group-to-individual” knowledge transfer was achieved when the transactive

Fig. 2 A graphical representation of the interaction effects of the scripts regarding domain- specific
knowledge transfer (individual- to- group, group- to-individual and shared knowledge transfer measures)
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886discussion script was not offered than when it was offered, F(1, 52)022.86, p<.01, η20 .30.
887For participants who did not receive the transactive memory script, a higher “group-to-
888individual” knowledge transfer was achieved when the transactive discussion script was
889offered than when it was not offered, F(1, 52)010.16, p<.01, η20 .16. For participants who
890received the transactive discussion script, a higher “group-to-individual” knowledge transfer
891was achieved when the transactive memory script was not offered than when it was offered,
892F(1, 52)019.71, p<.01, η20 .27. For participants who did not receive the transactive
893discussion script, a higher “group-to-individual” knowledge transfer was achieved when
894the transactive memory script was offered than when it was not offered, F(1, 52)012.46,
895p<.01, η20 .19. In total, with no script or both scripts at the same time, individual
896solutions reused fewer ideas from the collaborative solution than with transactive memory
897or discussion scripts offered separately (see Fig. 2).

898Shared knowledge transfer

899The main effect of the transactive memory script on shared knowledge transfer was not
900significant, F(1, 52)0 .40, p0 .53, with scripted learners (M08.90) scoring about the same as
901unscripted learners (M09.43). The same was true for the transactive discussion script, F(1,
90252)01.31, p0 .26., with scripted learners (M08.68) scoring about the same as unscripted
903learners (M09.64). However, the interaction effect, F(1, 52)032.73, p<.01, η20 .39, was
904significant. For participants who received the transactive memory script, a higher “shared
905knowledge” transfer was achieved when the transactive discussion script was not offered
906than when it was offered, F(1, 52)023.56, p<.01, η20 .31. For participants who did not
907receive the transactive memory script, a higher “shared knowledge” transfer was achieved
908when the transactive discussion script was offered than when it was not offered, F(1, 52)0
90910.47, p<.01, η20 .17. For participants who received the transactive discussion script, a
910higher “shared knowledge” transfer was achieved when the transactive memory script was
911not offered than when it was offered, F(1, 52)020.20, p<.01, η20 .28. For participants who
912did not receive the transactive discussion script, a higher “shared knowledge” transfer
913was achieved when the transactive memory script was offered than when it was not offered,
914F(1, 52)012.93, p<.01, η20 .20 (see Fig. 2).

915Results for research question 3

916The third research question was: To what extent is the quality of joint and individual
917problem solution plans affected by a transactive memory script, transactive discussion
918scrip, and their combination in a multidisciplinary CSCL setting? In this section we
919will first present the findings on the overall quality of problem solution plans. Next,
920we will present separate results on the quality of joint and individual problem solution
921plans (see Fig. 3).

922Overall quality of problem solution plans

923The main effect of the transactive memory script on overall quality of problem solution
924plans was not significant, Wilks’ l0 .94, F(3, 52)01.66, p0 .20. The same was true for
925the transactive discussion script, Wilks’ l0 .98, F(3, 52)0 .71, p0 .74. However, the
926interaction effect, Wilks’ l0 .61, F(3, 52)016.00, p<.01, η20 .39, was significant, indi-
927cating that the script effects were not the same regarding overall quality of problem
928solution plans.
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929Quality of joint problem solution plans

930The main effect of the transactive memory script on quality of joint problem solution plans
931was not significant, F(1, 52)02.64, p0 .11, with scripted learners (M02.46) scoring about
932the same as unscripted learners (M02.79). This was also true for the transactive discussion
933script, F(1, 52)0 .03, p0 .86, with scripted learners (M02.64) scoring about the same as
934unscripted learners (M02.61). However, the interaction effect, F(1, 52)031.31, p<.01,
935η20 .38, was significant. For participants who received the transactive memory script, a
936higher quality of joint problem solution plans was achieved when the transactive discussion
937script was not offered than when it was offered, F(1, 52)014.66, p<.01, η20 .22. For
938participants who did not receive the transactive memory script, a higher quality of joint
939problem solution plans was achieved when the transactive discussion script was offered than
940when it was not offered, F(1, 52)016.68, p<.01, η20 .24. For participants who received the
941transactive discussion script, a higher quality of joint problem solution plans was achieved
942when the transactive memory script was not offered than when it was offered, F(1, 52)0
94326.06, p<.01, η20 .33. For participants who did not receive the transactive discussion script,
944a higher quality of joint problem solution plans was achieved when the transactive memory
945script was offered than when it was not offered, F(1, 52)07.88, p<.01, η20 .13 (see Fig. 3).

946Quality of individual problem solution plans

947The main effect of the transactive memory script on quality of individual problem solution
948plans was not significant, F(1, 52)02.71, p0 .11, with scripted learners (M02.46) scoring
949about the same as unscripted learners (M02.79). The same was true for the transactive
950discussion script, F(1, 52)0 .30, p0 .58, with scripted learners (M02.57) scoring about the
951same as unscripted learners (M02.68). However, the interaction effect, F(1, 52)017.82,
952p<.01, η20 .26, was significant. For participants who received the transactive memory
953script, a higher quality of individual problem solution plans was achieved when the
954transactive discussion script was not offered than when it was offered, F(1, 52)011.38,
955p<.01, η20 .18. For participants who did not receive the transactive memory script, a
956higher quality of individual problem solution plans was achieved when the transactive
957discussion script was offered than when it was not offered, F(1, 52)06.74, p<.05,
958η20 .12. For participants who received the transactive discussion script, a higher quality
959of individual problem solution plans was achieved when the transactive memory script
960was not offered than when it was offered, F(1, 52)017.24, p<.01, η20 .25. For

Fig. 3 A graphical representation of the interaction effects of the scripts regarding quality of joint and
individual problem solution plans
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961participants who did not receive the transactive discussion script, the transactive memory
962script had no effect, F(1, 52)03.30, p0 .07 (see Fig. 3).

963Discussion

964We found interaction effects for the transactive memory and discussion scripts on transactive
965knowledge sharing and transfer, as well as for the quality of the joint and individual problem
966solution plans in a multidisciplinary CSCL environment. This means that transactive
967memory and discussion scripts separately, but not in combination, positively impacted the
968targeted dependent variables in this study (see Noroozi et al. 2013a, b). More specifically,
969the transactive memory or discussion script conditions separately led to higher levels of
970transactive knowledge sharing and transfer, as well as a higher quality of joint and individual
971problem solution plans, than combined script and control group conditions. In the following
972paragraphs, we discuss how the transactive memory and discussion scripts separately
973facilitated problem-solving in a multidisciplinary CSCL setting and why offering the two
974scripts together was not beneficial.
975Regarding the transactive memory script, following step-by-step guidelines and instruc-
976tions embedded in the platform for each process of the TMS (encoding, storage, retrieval)
977helped learners to quickly become aware of their learning partners’ expertise, to coordinate
978the collaborative learning activities by assigning and sharing task responsibilities, and finally
979to retrieve needed information from the learning partner with the appropriate specialization
980during the collaborative phase (Noroozi et al. 2013a; Rulke and Rau 2000; Wegner 1987).
981Formation of a collaboratively shared system for encoding, storage, and retrieving
982knowledge in the dyad fosters the integrative usage of information based on a height-
983ened awareness of distributed knowledge resources, which is beneficial for transactions
984of unshared information in the forms of elicitation (e.g., asking questions to receive
985information from learning partners) and externalization (e.g., giving explanations based
986on the partner’s expertise) during collaborative discussion (Rummel and Spada 2005;
987Rummel et al. 2009).
988These transactions amounted to a successful exchange of unshared information between
989dyad members in a collaborative problem-solving setting (Weinberger et al. 2005, 2007;
990King 1999). Since elicitation could lead to externalization of information and vice versa
991(Weinberger et al. 2005, 2007), scripted learners were able to pool and process more
992unshared information resulting in facilitation of transactive knowledge sharing in terms of
993knowledge externalization and elicitation. Transactions of unshared information were fol-
994lowed by elaboration on and integration of one another’s perspectives and ideas (see
995Noroozi et al. 2013a). This allowed participants to gain knowledge about their partner’s
996domain expertise (Dillenbourg 1999) that could also be applied for designing similar
997problem solution plans in the subsequent individual learning task. Scripted learners were
998better able to externalize their own information for the learning partner and elicit information
999from the learning partner, resulting in the transfer of theoretical concepts from individual to
1000dyad and from dyad representation into their individual post-test representations.
1001Furthermore, in collaborative learning, groups whose members are aware of one another’s
1002knowledge and expertise develop a shared understanding of who knows what in the group
1003(Wegner 1987) and thus perform better than groups whose members do not possess such
1004knowledge (e.g., Moreland et al. 1998; Moreland and Argote 2003).
1005The significance of shared knowledge for collaborative learning activities especially
1006among heterogonous groups of learners has been widely acknowledged in the scientific
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1007literature (see Hollingshead 2000; Liang et al. 1995) since learners typically influence one
1008another when learning together (e.g., De Lisi and Golbeck 1999). Accordingly, the findings
1009of this study corroborate other research results showing a positive impact of developing a
1010collaboratively shared system for encoding, storage, and retrieving knowledge on perfor-
1011mance in collaborative problem-solving settings (e.g., Stasser et al. 1995; Liang et al. 1995;
1012Moreland et al. 1996). Furthermore, externalization of one’s own knowledge and elicitation
1013of a learning partner’s knowledge have been regarded as important for improving learning
1014performance (Fischer et al. 2002; King 1999; Rosenshine et al. 1996; Rummel et al. 2009;
1015Teasley 1995).
1016Regarding the transactive discussion script, following step-by-step guidelines and
1017instructions embedded in the platform for collaborative discussion (argumentation analysis,
1018feedback analysis, extension of the argument and construction of argumentation sequences)
1019helped learners to elaborate on and integrate one another’s perspectives and ideas on the
1020basis of the reasoning of peers before reaching consensus during the collaborative phase (see
1021Noroozi et al. 2013b). Specifically, scripted learners were able to engage in deep cognitive
1022processing for learning and discovering complementary knowledge of the learning partner in
1023order to jointly accomplish the learning task. The various prompts in the transactive
1024discussion script helped the dyads avoid quick consensus building that may result in a
1025division of labor/task in what can be called “cooperation” in contrast to “collaboration”
1026(Dillenbourg 1999, p. 8). In cooperation, learning partners typically split the task, and
1027individually take responsibility for part of the task based on their expertise and then
1028assemble the partial results into the final output (Dillenbourg 1999).
1029In the current study, unscripted learners took advantage of the knowledge of their learning
1030partners only in a cooperative manner for accomplishing the learning task, rather than
1031collaborating to learn and gain in-depth knowledge about each other’s domain expertise
1032(see Dillenbourg 1999). As a result, unscripted learners may have avoided engaging in
1033critical and transactive discussions and immediately accepted their learning partners’ con-
1034tributions without further discussion. In contrast, scripted learners used their meta-
1035knowledge in a collaborative rather than cooperative manner by elaborating on the learning
1036material, integrating and synthesizing one another’s perspectives and ideas in order to jointly
1037make sense of the learning task (Fischer et al. 2002; Nastasi and Clements 1992; Schoor and
1038Bannert 2011; Weinberger and Fischer 2006). For successful collaboration, it is important
1039that individuals contribute to the joint product (in a cooperative manner), but also that all
1040group members understand these contributions and realize what is taking place at the group
1041level (in a collaborative manner) (Stahl 2011a).
1042Scripted learners were thus better able to paraphrase, criticize, ask clarifying/extension
1043questions, give counterarguments, and propose an integration of arguments in response to
1044each message that had been posted by the learning partner until they reached consensus and
1045indicated agreement on the solutions (see Noroozi et al. 2013a). The transactive discussion
1046script appeared to facilitate transactive knowledge sharing in terms of integration and
1047conflict-oriented consensus building. Due to the integrative usage of information for clari-
1048fication and/or elaboration of the learning material, scripted learners were able to transfer
1049their own domain expertise to their dyads and from their dyads to their individual repre-
1050sentations in the post-test. Furthermore, analysing their learning partners’ argument(s),
1051constructing arguments that relate to already-externalized arguments, and engaging in
1052sequential argumentation to extend their arguments, along with feedback provided by their
1053partners, helped scripted learners to reason based on the reasoning of their learning partners
1054and engage in critical and constructive discussions and argumentations. When learners
1055engage in more transactive discussions and argumentations, they benefit to a greater extent
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1056from the external memories available, e.g., contributions of their learning partners (e.g.,
1057Teasley 1997; Weinberger et al. 2005, 2007). In the current study the scripted learners
1058demonstrated a higher level of integration of concepts acquired in their own studies with
1059newly acquired concepts from their partners in their joint and individual solution plans.
1060In terms of interaction effects, offering both transactive memory and discussion scripts at
1061the same time hindered transactive knowledge sharing and transfer, as well as the quality of
1062joint and individual problem solution plans. This is striking since individual implementation
1063of these scripts had a positive impact on various aspects of transactive knowledge sharing
1064and transfer, as well as on the quality of problem solution plans. The transactive memory
1065script facilitated learning by coordination of the distributed knowledge in the dyad, whereas
1066the transactive discussion script facilitated learning by fostering transactive discussion and
1067argumentation during the collaborative phase. It was expected that when used in concert,
1068these two types of scripts would retain their individual positive effects; and no interaction
1069effect was expected. Possible explanations for the negative interaction effect observed
1070include the effects of “over-scripting”, the short duration of the study and its multidisciplin-
1071ary context.
1072With respect to over-scripting, limiting students’ degrees of freedom may negatively
1073impact their learning processes and outcomes, particularly in CSCL settings. Indeed,
1074previous studies have questioned the use of overly detailed scripts in CSCL environments
1075(Dillenbourg 2002; Jermann and Dillenbourg 2003; Tchounikine 2008; Weinberger and
1076Fischer 2006). The results of these publications suggest that overly rigid scripts may inhibit
1077and spoil the richness of natural interaction between learners during collaborative learning
1078(Dillenbourg and Tchounikine 2007).
1079Following Dillenbourg (2002), in the current study when the scripts were combined,
1080learners may have allocated a considerable proportion of their activities to the “syntax” of
1081the instructions (i.e. various sub-tasks imposed by scripts, steps and labour roles) rather than
1082the “semantics” (the actual collaboration with the aim of learning from one another). This
1083could have led the script components and elements to become requirements for fulfilling the
1084learning task rather than promoting collaboration with the aim of learning (see Onrubia and
1085Engel 2012).
1086Due to the multidisciplinary nature of the learning task studied here, the learners needed
1087the complementary expertise of their partners in each dyad in order to jointly make sense of
1088the learning task and to design a joint problem solution plan during the collaborative
1089learning task, which lasted only 80 min. Due to the time constraints set by this study,
1090students who were offered both scripts may have felt the need to choose between them.
1091There was, therefore, a possibility for a trade-off between coordination of the distributed task
1092(transactive memory script) and collaborative discussion and argumentation (transactive
1093discussion script). These dyads thus seemed to focus more on following the guidelines
1094and the procedures imposed by the combined scripts than on coordination of the learning
1095task and engaging in collaborative discussions and argumentation in order to jointly make
1096sense of the learning task and to design a joint problem solution plan.

1097Conclusion, implications, limitations and suggestions for future research

1098Implementation of a transactive memory script appeared to facilitate transactive knowledge
1099sharing in terms of externalization of one’s own knowledge and elicitation of a learning
1100partner’s knowledge. The transactive memory script facilitated the transfer of domain-
1101specific knowledge (individual-to-group, group-to-individual, and shared knowledge
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1102transfer), which in turn resulted in higher-quality learning demonstrated in both joint and
1103individual problem solution plans. Implementation of a transactive discussion script also
1104appeared to facilitate transactive knowledge sharing in terms of integration and conflict-
1105oriented consensus building. Furthermore, the transactive discussion script facilitated the
1106transfer of domain-specific knowledge (individual-to-group, group-to-individual, and shared
1107knowledge transfer), which in turn resulted in higher-quality learning demonstrated in both
1108joint and individual problem solution plans. However, offering transactive memory and
1109discussion scripts at the same time hindered transactive knowledge sharing and transfer, as
1110well as the quality of joint and individual problem solution plans. This failure of the two
1111scripts when offered in concert could be due to the effects of over-scripting, the short study
1112duration and the multidisciplinary context, or some combination of these three factors.
1113The results presented in this study should be interpreted with some caution. First, this
1114study was conducted in a controlled laboratory setting, which entails specific advantages and
1115disadvantages. The experimental setting provided us with the opportunity to carefully
1116control for individual learners’ characteristics and rule out many alternative explanations
1117for the differences found. Due to the authenticity of the multidisciplinary learning scenario
1118being part of the standard curriculum as they are required for solving these kinds of complex
1119tasks, we assume that these effects could be replicated in the standard curricular educational
1120settings. This is an empirical question, however, since collaborative learning in online
1121environments is often difficult to be realized especially in ad-hoc contexts when learners
1122embark on collaborative experiences who have not worked together before (see Häkkinen
11232002; Häkkinen et al. 2004, 2010). We therefore suggest that the specific conditions,
1124corresponding effects and learner perceptions of such a scripted environment in a multidis-
1125ciplinary class be further investigated. The interaction effects in particular should be
1126examined in future research with similar types of CSCL scripts and learning task to better
1127understand why they occurred.
1128The effects of the scripts used in this study could be tested in real educational settings
1129with students who engage in sustained inquiry-based innovations as has been reported
1130elsewhere (e.g., Weinberger et al. 2009). Such classrooms build on a collaborative learning
1131culture so the students know one another and evolve social norms about how to inquire and
1132collaborate. Zhang et al. (2009) found that for learners who engage in longer collaboration
1133and knowledge building, a less scripted and more opportunistic collaboration structure can
1134be more productive. It would be insightful to investigate whether such CSCL scripts (as used
1135in this study) would be beneficial in real classrooms for students who engage in sustained
1136inquiry-based innovations. We suggest that follow up research be aimed at this question.
1137This study used a mixed quantitative and qualitative approach to analyze various depen-
1138dent variables. We used an adapted coding scheme to analyze quality of student messages
1139during the collaborative phase in terms of transactive knowledge sharing. The inter-rater
1140reliability values of these instruments have been satisfactory in prior studies (e.g.,
1141Weinberger et al. 2005, 2007) and were even higher in the present study. We also used a
1142content analysis approach to analyze domain-specific knowledge transfer measures as well
1143as individual and group learning performance. Quantitative analyzes were used for assessing
1144domain-specific knowledge transfer variables next to the qualitative approach for assessing
1145the joint and individual problem solution plans. Although high inter-rater reliability and
1146intra-coder test-retest reliability values for these measurements were obtained, we recom-
1147mend also using course exams to measure learners’ achievement in educational settings
1148outside of the lab. Further analysis is needed to determine the extent to which the results of
1149course exams (mid-term and final exams) are consistent with the results obtained in this
1150study. If they are not consistent, and the psychometric properties of the exams pass the
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1151minimum quality thresholds, further calibration of the content analysis coding schemes (like
1152the one we used) could be necessary.
1153The collaboration in this study was realized in the form of dyadic interactions. The
1154scientific literature suggests that the nature of collaborative learning differs depending on
1155group size, since active participation can be much higher and common ground can be
1156established much faster and easier in dyads than in triads or larger groups (see Noroozi et
1157al. 2012c). For example, communication and coordination difficulties increase with group
1158size (Steiner 1972). This is especially important with respect to coordination of the learning
1159task and knowledge specialization in the group, since it may take longer for learners to
1160efficiently coordinate the distributed knowledge resources for improving performance in
1161larger than in smaller groups. For example, Michinov and Michinov (2009) showed
1162that dyads and triads differed in the way the coordination of specialized knowledge
1163influenced enhancement of performance. It would be revealing to test the effects of
1164transactive memory and discussion scripts on learning processes and outcomes using
1165different-sized groups in order to better understand the relationship between group
1166size and successful collaborative learning.
1167Contrary to most research studies on CSCL scripts, which mostly report on learning
1168outcomes in relation to either individual or group performance (e.g., Weinberger and Fischer
11692006; Weinberger et al. 2007), this study presents separate data on the quality of both joint
1170and individual problem solution plans. This is important since success in a group’s perfor-
1171mance does not always mirror individual performance. Group members may employ
1172strategies that enhance their group product, but this is not necessarily the same as individual
1173performance (Prichard et al. 2006; Weinberger and Fischer 2006). For example, more active
1174or knowledgeable members in the group may complete the task on behalf of the group; as a
1175result, less active or knowledgeable members (so-called free riders) may fail to enhance their
1176individual performance (Prichard et al. 2006). This is particularly interesting when the CSCL
1177script targets the construction of a transactive memory system (TMS) in the group. As found
1178in a study by Lewis et al. (2005), the TMS transfers across tasks; hence groups with a strong
1179TMS develop it further on subsequent learning tasks. Such a transfer, however, happens only
1180when group members maintain the same division of cognitive labour and roles across tasks
1181(Lewis et al. 2005).
1182In the current study, although the division of labour and roles was absent in the
1183subsequent individual learning task, comparable results were achieved for the effects of
1184the CSCL scripts on both the quality of joint and individual problem solution plans.
1185However, individual performance was measured immediately after the collaborative learning
1186phase with a comparable problem case. This may have resulted in a misleading boost in the
1187short-term individual performance measures that may not have been realized if the individ-
1188ual post-test had been conducted some time later with a rather different learning task (see
1189Noroozi et al. 2012b). Domain-specific dependence, especially in a multidisciplinary col-
1190laborative setting, might take away the responsibility of individuals for learning new
1191information that falls in another group member’s area of specialization (see Lewis et al.
11922005). This domain-specific dependence may thus hinder performance for comparable
1193learning tasks that need complementary expertise and have to be subsequently solved
1194individually without the presence of the domain expertise of the learning partner. It remains
1195to be investigated to what extent the effects of CSCL scripts on joint product translate into
1196the long-term impacts of such scripts on individual outcomes. Therefore we suggest that
1197follow up research be aimed at this question. This could have consequences not only for the
1198design principles of such scripts, but also for the transfer of learning from group to
1199individuals in a long-term study.
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1200We found interaction effects for the transactive memory and discussion scripts on various
1201dependent variables in this study. We attributed these interaction effects to (the combination
1202of) over-scripting, the short duration of the study and the multidisciplinary context.
1203Scientific literature suggests that scripts could be faded out to avoid cognitive overload
1204and frustration in overly scripted collaborative learning tasks (Dillenbourg 2002; Jermann
1205and Dillenbourg 2003). The collaborative phase of the current study only lasted 80 min and
1206within such a short period of time it was not possible to fade out the transactive memory and
1207discussion scripts. Now that we know that both transactive memory and discussion scripts
1208work well individually in a multidisciplinary problem-solving setting in a rather short time
1209period, we advise that follow-up studies fade out such scripts to possibly rule out the
1210interaction effects of such scripts over a relatively long period of time. Longer duration
1211studies would allow researchers to fade out such CSCL scripts to avoid over-scripting. This
1212is an important issue since overly rigid scripts would inhibit and spoil the richness of natural
1213interaction, whereas overly flexible scripts would fail to elicit the intended interaction
1214(Dillenbourg and Tchounikine 2007). Therefore we suggest that further research focus on
1215how, when and under what conditions CSCL scripts need to be employed and then faded out
1216to avoid over-scripting, prevent frustration, and foster learning in multidisciplinary groups.

1217
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